


                     iMRS2000 Solution when you are constantly on the go!
Purple combines the stability of blue and the energy of red. It symbolizes power and ambition. It 
conveys wealth and extravagance. Purple is associated with wisdom, dignity, independence, cre-
ativity, mystery, and magic. And that‘s exactly what the brand new Omnium1 can do for you. The 
first worldwide Comprehensive Health Interface (Chi-System) for home use serves as a variable 
control unit for a wide range of health, wellness and fitness applications.



iMRS2000 Solution when you are constantly on the go!
Developed,  engineered  and  designed  in  Switzerland  the  Omnium1  is  based  on  the  world-
wide known and established Android platform. It can be used as a regular tablet without any re-
strictions: Surfing the web via WIFI, sending, receiving emails and complete access to the android 
app structure. The brand new android version 4.4.2 KitKat is already preinstalled and serves as 
the user interface for all related applications.
In contrast to a regular market-based tablet the Omnium1 not only contains of a specific high per-
formance batteries (4 x 3.7V / 2500 mA/h battery), it is to date the world`s first tablet equipped with two serial 
ports (specific 20-pin connector). These accesses allow connectivity and control of a wide range 
of health, wellness and fitness related hard- and software applications (W@pp`s). Daily routines 
like blood pressure evaluation, blood glucose measuring, ECG`s, EEG`s, heart rate variability and 
even active and analog applications like pulsed electro magnetic field therapy (PEMF) or brain 
wave entrainment can soon be performed, evaluated and monitored by and with only ONE single 
control unit. Numerous W@pp`s (wellness applications) are already available with the launch, 
others will follow over time – the possibilities are almost endless!
The Omnium1 is a modular system and can be upgraded any time. Prevention, active health, 
wellness and fitness management in the comfort of your home is no longer a vision. Due to its 
versatility and performance the Omnium1 provides comprehensive home health management in 
an easy, slick and cost effective way.

Size (W x H x D)   5.26 x 8.39 x 1.178 inches 

G-sensor:   3-Axis Gravity Sensos

Chip (CPU)    Media Tech MT8163 Cortex-A53 1.5GHZ

WLAN:   802.11 b/g/nMHz

Internal Memory (ROM)  16 GB

Internal Memory (RAM)  1 GB

Battery   4 x 3.7V / 2500 mA/h battery

Housing    Aluminium, Plastic

Display-Type    LED-backlit Multi.Touch capacitive touch panel 

Display-Size    8" (diagonal) 

Display-Ratio   16:9 by 217 pixels per inch (ppi) 

Resolution    1280 x 800 

External Connectors  20 Pin Adapter, Micro-HDMI, Audio Out, Microphone, Camera, 

    Card Reader, WIFI.

External Memory   microSD, microSDHC (max. 32 GB)

Camera    5MP front 8MP rear with autofocus &LED Flash1080p HD Vid Rec

Operating System   Android™ Oreo 8.1

Omnium1 2.0 Technology

Omnium12.0 Technical Specifications



A W@pp is traced to the well-established term „App“. „App“ basically describes a software ap-
plication, whereas a „W@pp“ always contains of software and hardware components, which are 
connected with and controlled by the Omnium1.

The iMRS one-W@pp consists of a software package, an intelligent D/A converter to transform the 
digital control signals into analog, pulsating, electromagnetic fields (PEMF) and a hardware-set 
(applicators) for the output (multiple options available). iMRS one is the world`s first magnetic 
resonance stimulations system W@pp which performs on an android platform. It is technically 
based on the most sold and most popular PEMF system in the world for home use, the iMRS. To-
gether with the Omnium1 interface the iMRS one consists of the unique capability of performing 
socket free, easy to use and totally independent PEMF applications with various applicators. The 
software surface is very intuitive, easy to operate and due to the proper size of the touch icons 
also suitable for the elderly. The new generation of applicators (OmniMat, OmniPad and Omni-
Spot) are outstanding, due to their high quality fabric, excellent workmanship and a compact 
construction for an easy and smooth transportation.

The iMRS one W@pp for Omnium1 was created based on the newest findings in terms of easy, safe 
and effective operation. Clear menu structure, big touch icons with easy to read font sizes and 
at the same time a fresh, modern and high contrast surface design allow an intuitive and simple 
usability within minutes of instructions. In addition the iMRS one W@pp offers 5 preinstalled quick 
start programs. Just click one button to activate one of the following applications:

•     Relaxation
•     Performance
•     Activation
•     Sleep
•     Regeneration

Omnium1 2.0 W@pp`s

iMRS one 2.0

iMRS one 2.0 Software



Triple-fold, 6 built in, non-insulated, solid copper coils 
in 3 segments, Triple saw-tooth wave impulse and mag-
netic  field  strength  max.  45  micro  Tesla,  increasing 
amount of windings from top to bottom.

Single-fold, 2 built in, non-insulated, solid copper coils, 
same amount of windings, square wave impulse, mag-
netic field strength max. 70 micro Tesla, flexible fixing 
belt with adjustable extension for a simple and effec-
tive local application.

2 single segments connected with a flexible belt. 2 built 
in, non-insulated, solid copper coils, same amount of 
windings, square wave impulse, magnetic field strength 
max. 120 micro Tesla, Helmholtz-effect (=homogenous 
magnetic field) due to the opposite arrangement of the 
coils during the application. Fixing belt for an easy and 
effective, punctual application.

Omnium1 2.0 Applicators

OmniMat

OmniPad

OmniSpot



Over decades Brain Wave Entrainment has become an integral part of modern mental training 
concepts. The technology is widely used in modern medicine as well as in professional sports and 
as a very effective, supportive learning tool. The primary goal of a brain wave entrainment session 
is to utilize the basic tendency of the human brain to resonate with external stimuli. Hereby one 
can apply visible or audible, external frequencies which can be recognized and processed by the 
brain. By controlling the applied frequencies in a proper way, the brain starts resonating with 
it and adjusts its own frequency patterns. This way, the user can actively influence the actual 
mental state. Omnium1 is a 3-way-brain wave entrainment system, which is capable of gaining 
resonances based on light, tone and color. The goggle is made of suede-leather, very comfortable 
to wear and contains of built in high end ear phones for the tone and music stimulus as well as a 
flexible PCB with RGB-LED`s to create the desired light and color frequencies. All patterns can be 
individually adjusted. OmniBrain is a 2-channel brain wave entrainment system and works inde-
pendently with the left and right channel.

OmniBrain

OmniBrain is the only 2-channel brain wave entrainment system in the world, which can be also si-
multaneously used together with the magnetic resonance stimulation application (PEMF) provided 
by the iMRS one. This supports and optimizes the desired wellness effect and saves a lot of time! 
The Omnium1 together with the iMRS one W@pp is capable of controlling the entire application 
with one and the same operation surface.

OmniBrain – Specialty



The All-In-One solution for clinics, spas, hotels, wellness lounges and a designer piece of furniture 
for home use. In contrast to the regular whole body applicator OmniMat, the OmniLounger comes 
with integrated solid copper coils UNDERNEATH the contact face. The supplied foam cushion serves 
hereby only for the comfort of the user. Ergonomically formed, the user literally „levitates“ in 
a completely relaxed body position and receives all amenities of the iMRS one PEMF application 
(incl. OmniBrain). The Omnium1 control unit is safely attached to a flexible extension arm. The 
user is able to operate the system while lying on the OmniLounger. A little bag on the back of the 
Lounger`s heads serves as a storage for the OmniBrain system.

Travel Bag

Case black/purple – Genuine Leather

Back Pack D/A-Konverter

OmniLounger

Accessories:



Available Sets and Combo`s

iMRS Omnium1 2.0 Basic Set

iMRS Omnium1 2.0 Basic Combo

•      Omnium1 Kit
•      OmniMat
•      OmniPad

•      Omnium1 Kit
•      OmniMat
•      OmniPad

•      Omnium1 Kit
•      OmniMat
•      OmniPad

•      D/A Converter
•      iMRS one Android software

•     OmniSpot
•     D/A Converter
•     iMRS one Android software

•      OmniBrain
•      D/A Converter
•      iMRS one Android software

iMRS Omnium1 2.0 Complete Combo



iMRS Omnium1 2.0 Complete Combo

iMRS Omnium1 2.0 BrainWave Combo

•      Omnium1 Kit
•      OmniMat
•      OmniPad
•      OmniSpot

•      Omnium1 Kit
•      OmniBrain
•      OmniBrain Android software

•      OmniBrain
•      D/A Converter
•      iMRS one Android software



The Omnium 1 Starts at only $3345 and includes a FREE 
Android Tablet, OmniMat (Full Body Mat), OmniPad (Local 
Applicator), D/A Converter, and power supply.
(Note: Omnispot, Omnibrain, and accesories are extra)

New Tablet and Full Body mat are EXTREMELY portable. Full body mat folds 
3 times into a small rectangle that can fit easily into a backpack, duffle 
bag or small luggage. You get the benefits of a full body applicator with 
extreme portability. Great for travelers, business professors, practitioners, 
and anyone that is constantly on the go. It fits in the package show in im-
age - full body mat and ALL! Great for adventures and constant Travelers

The Omnium 1 is a custom Android tablet with a supercharged 
batteries that will deliver 5 hours of continuous use on the Highest 
Settings (120 uT on Omnispot).

You also get a fully functioning Android Tablet for Free 
with the added benefit of a super long battery life.

Finally, a PEMF device for the 21st Century that is up to 
speed with tablet technology and a mobile lifestyle. Not 
only do you get a free Android Tablet that is highly porta-
ble, but the tablet comes pre-installed with 5 fast start 
programs for easy application and automatic and free up-
dates on software and operating systems when available. 
Also, the Omnium 1 is a platform that will soon include 

other wellness applications (W@pps), such as blood pressure monitor, blood sugar, heart rate 
variability, EEG, EKG, and more! The Omnium 1 includes an easy to select 0-60 minute settings so 
you can use it for extended time without having to restart. It’s very easy to select the exact time 
you want.

Top 9 Benefits of the iMRS Omnium1 2.0

1. Great Price - Starts at only $3345

3. Top Portable unit in the World. 

5. Built in Long Life Battery

2. High End Android Tablet Included

4. High Tech and Upgradeable

pierr
Text Box



Helmholz coils on omnispot for a uniform magnetic field. Helmholtz coils 
are a pair of circular coils connected in series that creates a uniform mag-
netic field between the coils so there is NO LOSS in intensity through both 
sides. And the Omnispot goes up to 120 uT which is a UNIFORM intensity 
with no loss in power. Includes the NASA square wave for powerful pain 
relief, healing and Regeneration. 

The new iMRS Omnium 1 still has all the same research proven earth based frequencies, intensi-
ties, ideal waveforms and Biorhtyhm Clock just like the iMRS 2000. 

And even though it’s portable, it still uses pure copper coils, again just like the iMRS 2000. It’s a 
thinner mat and folds one extra time making it half the size of the iMRS 2000.

The Omnium 1 applicators (Omnipad and Omnispot) include Vel-
cro straps that secure the applicators “hands free” around any 
area on your body. And because the Omnium 1 is tablet based and 
battery powered, you can easier get up and move around with the 
applicators securely fitted on you.

OmniBrain application can be purchased separately or with the 
Omnium 1 system. The Omnibrain is advanced Light and Sound 
relaxation with the ability to create ANY colors for advanced color 
therapy applications in addition to the standard light and sound 
relaxation benefits.

7. Helholtz Coils on Omnispot (Yield Uniform Field)

9. Still Uses Research Proven Earth-Based Frequencies and Intensities 

6. Applicators w/ “Wrap Around” Velcro Straps

8. Stand Alone Omnibrain System (or Integrate w/ Omnium 1)



Pricelist Omnium1 Products / Accessories
U.S. Pricing for Omnium1 2.0 Products

Omnium1 2.0 Products

Omnium1 2.0 Accessories

Shipping Products/Accessories USA

Article No.

75 110 

75 120

76 110

76 120

76 130

70 220

70 221

70 117

Article No.

70 102 

70 103

70 104

70 105

70 222 

70 116

70 223

70 127

Price in USD/CAD

3345/4299

3845/4975

3845/4975

4345/5655

1795/2315

1155/1525

599/799

1695/2185

Price in USD/CAD

739/965

429/560

639/825

39.00

789/1045

32/40

64/79

59.50/69.50

USA USD/CAD

65/79

free of shipping

125/60

188/NA

300/NA

Article Name

Omnium1 2.0 Basic Set

Omnium1 2.0 Complete Set

Omnium1 2.0 Basic Combo

Omnium1 2.0 Complete Combo

Omnium1 2.0 BrainWave Combo

Omnium1 2.0 Kit

Upgrade Omnium1 Tablet to Omnium1 2.0 Tablet  

Omnium1 Lounger

Article Name

OmniMat Whole Body Applicator dark grey

OmniPad Pillow Applicator dark grey

OmniSpot Intensive Applicator dark grey

OmniBag Travelbag for Omnium1 / iMRS one Set

D/A Converter iMRS one 2.0 

Connection Cable 2m, 2 x 20-pin connector

OmniCase leather

Cotton Flex Cover

70123  OmniumBackPack incl. Extension

value of goods USD 300.00

3-day shipping

2-day shipping

overnight shipping

To Order the iMRS Omnium 1 or for More Information 
Call Us at
1-800-900-5556 x1
 www.imrs2000.com

NOTE: Prices above ONLY valid in the U.S.A. and Canada - Please Call or Email Us for World Pricing

www.imrs2000.com/omnium1       

www.imrs2000prime.com



